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Numerical Computing with IEEE Floating Point ArithmeticSIAM, 2001

	Are you familiar with the IEEE floating point arithmetic standard? Would you like to understand it better? This book gives a broad overview of numerical computing, in a historical context, with a special focus on the IEEE standard for binary floating point arithmetic. Key ideas are developed step by step, taking the reader from floating point...


		

Universities and Sustainable Communities: Meeting the Goals of the Agenda 2030 (World Sustainability Series)Springer, 2019

	
		The book showcases examples of university engagement in community initiatives and reports on the results from research and from a variety of institutional projects and programmes. As a whole, the book illustrates how actors at the community (microlevel) and other levels (meso and macro) can make valuable and concrete contributions to...



		

Microsoft  Windows  SharePoint  Services Inside OutMicrosoft Press, 2005
Take your Windows SharePoint Services experience to the next level! Designed for advanced users, this supremely organized reference packs all the information you need to master every major tool, task, and enhancement in Windows SharePoint Serviceswithout the fluff. Discover how to simplify information sharing, make team collaboration more...





		

Promoting Sustainable Electricity in Europe: Challenging the Path Dependence of Dominant Energy SystemsEdward Elgar Publishing, 2008
This is a timely and comparative assessment of initiatives to promote renewable electricity sources (RES) in eight European countries. Carried out by the ProSus research programme at the University of Oslo in cooperation with leading research institutions in each country, the study focuses on the promotional schemes used to foster RES in Austria,...

		

Non-Equilibrium Dynamics of Semiconductors and NanostructuresCRC Press, 2005
This book consists of recent new developments in the field of ultrafast dynamics in semiconductors and nanostructures. It consists of eight chapters. Chapter 1 reviews spin dynamics in a high-mobility, two-dimensional electron gas. Chapter 2 deals with generation, propagation, and nonlinear properties of high-amplitude, ultrashort strain solitons...

		

The Book of VMware: The Complete Guide to VMware WorkstationNo Starch Press, 2002

	There's only so much you can do by multitasking applications. Frequently, you just need another computer for testing software, trying out network configurations, or doing any of a dozen things that engineers and administrators need to do. VMware allows you to run several virtual machines on one physical computer, each completely...






		

China’s Domestic and International Migration Development (International Talent Development in China)Springer, 2019

	This book offers the most comprehensive, up-to-date assessment of China’s domestic and international migration. Restructuring economic development requires large numbers of educated and skilled talents, but this effort comes at a time when the size of China’s domestic workforce is shrinking. In response, both national and regional...

		

Final Warning: A History of the New World OrderConspiracy, 2004

	"Final Warning" is the definitive resource on the nature and origins of the movement towards a one-world government. A wealth of in-depth research explains the roles of the major arms of the conspiracy today, such as the Federal Reserve, the Committee on Foreign Relations (CFR), the Trilateral Commission and the Bilderbergers. The...


		

International Climate Agreements under Review: The Potential of Negotiation Linkage between Climate Change and Preferential Free Trade (Energiepolitik ... Energy Policy and Climate Protection)Springer, 2019

	
		Given the shortcomings of the Paris Agreement, Anja Zenker examines the potential of free trade benefits as an incentive mechanism for an effective and stable climate change cooperation of states. She addresses the question of how the specific policy design affects the success of the agreement, market and trade outcomes, as well as the...






		

Comparing and Merging Files with GNU diff and patchNetwork Theory, 2003
This manual describes how to use GNU diff and patch to compare and merge files.

GNU diff and patch are free software. The term "free software" is sometimes misunderstood — it has nothing to do with price. It is about freedom. It refers to your freedom to run, copy, distribute, study, change and improve the software. With...

		

Marine Robot AutonomySpringer, 2012

	Autonomy for Marine Robots provides a timely and insightful overview of intelligent autonomy in marine robots. A brief history of this emerging field is provided, along with a discussion of the challenges unique to the underwater environment and their impact on the level of intelligent autonomy required.  Topics covered at length...


		

Drinking Water and Infectious Disease: Establishing the LinksCRC Press, 2002

	There still exists considerable uncertainty in many countries about the contribution of drinking water to sporadic cases of disease. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), in cooperation with the World Health Organization (WHO), led the Workshop on Molecular Technologies for Safe Drinking Water in 1998 to address...
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